Reviews Praise for Jenna Kernan
ROMANTIC SUSPENSE
If the rest of the series is similar to this book will be another series for the keeper shelf.

~Red Roses for Authors on Turquoise Guardian #1~

High energy action from the page one...
Kernan’s story is just flat-out good.

~Books and Spoons on Turquoise Guardian #1~

~RT BookClub on Shadow Wolf #1~

Kernan's second Apache Protectors book proves her strong storytelling abilities.

~RT BookClub on Hunter Moon #2~

If you're not reading about the charming Cosen brothers, you're really missing out.

~RT BookClub on Tribal Law #3~

There's intrigue, suspense and a flaring hot romance. Additionally, the consistency of
this series is noteworthy.

~RT BookClub on Native Born #4~

PARANORMAL:
BEAUTY'S BEAST is innovatively ground-breaking in storyline and characters.

~CataRomance.com~

THE SHIFTER’S CHOICE is emotionally moving plus extraordinarily unique.

~CataRomance.com~

“Kernan’s use of an unknowing female vampire is a nice twist and the chemistry
between her two protagonists is hot.”
~Alexandra Kay, RT Book Review on The Vampire's Wolf~

The story was captivating. The perfect mix of suspense, paranormal, and romance.

~ Bitten By Paranormal Romance on Soul Whisperer~

Kernan offers a novel paranormal story, one that’s both admirably written and original.
Her characters are delightfully complex and their mythology is fascinating.

~ RT BookClub on Dream Stalker #1 The Tracker series~

WESTERN HISTORICAL:

Classic Western Romance

~ RT BookClub ~

Kernan creates an engaging and fascinating story with strong characters that will
provide readers with a real understanding of the western mentality.
~ Romantic Times Book Reviews~

To borrow an old expression, Kernan’s heroine has “sand.” There’s a grit and
determination to her that is beyond admirable.
~The Good, The Bad and The Unread~

Those who enjoy Westerns or tales of lovers reunited will not want to miss this book. It has
found a place on my keeper shelf and I know I will be reading it again.
~All About Romance~

If you are new to Jenna Kernan, Outlaw Bride will send you searching for more of her
wonderful heart-warming tales.

~CataRomance.com~

A beautiful and bittersweet read.
~All About Romance ~

Jenna Kernan tells a great Western historical.
Tip-top reading.

~Romance Reviews Today~

~Romantic Times Book Reviews~

Winter Woman is a no-holds-barred story with unforgettable characters.
~Rendezvous~

